Seasonal reminder: Summer
holidays are calling, will you
be sending a postcard?
With Cambridge being such a popular tourist
destination, we’re likely to see lots of visitors this
summer – many of whom may pick up a postcard
or two. We work with a number of Cambridge
Colleges to print their commemorative postcards
– on sale in the colleges and around the city as a
memento. They say a picture paints a thousand
words. Often our postcards just display one
single photographic image of an iconic college
building – printed at the highest quality, whether
as a short run digital job or the roll out of
thousands of the most popular images. Our
postcard prowess isn’t just limited to traditional
holiday mementos though, we design and print
promotional postcards too and most recently
produced our own, to promote our 25 year
anniversary.
We can talk to you about the numerous options.
And speaking of holidays, have you thought about
Christmas yet? Or more specifically, Christmas
cards? Whether it’s the design, print, finish or
delivery; we can help with the whole process.

In need of a Cambridge
venue?
Did you know that Victoire HQ has a selfcontained meeting room? With Bar Hill being
well positioned near Cambridge and just off
the A14, it’s a space that we can also offer up
to you, so keep us in mind if you’re in need of
a new meeting space in a central location. We
could throw in a tour of the factory too!
We will also be inviting local good causes to
use the venue, as a valuable community space
for groups and meetings.

Summer 2015 Newsletter – Issue 6
Hello and welcome to the latest Victoire newsletter, designed to communicate
news and highlight our activities; compiled specifically for our valuable customer
network. Any questions or comments on our range of services, please do get in
touch – your account manager is always on hand to talk through the next job or
share some of our print expertise.
In this issue, we celebrate success – with Victoire Press reaching its 25th year in business. It’s been an
amazing journey to get here and it’s great to look back at what we’ve achieved and share some of this
with you. Keeping up to date with the very latest products and processes has helped us to provide the
very best print services over these years – and a fine example of that is our digital print department, which
we shine a spotlight on in this issue. We also experienced what it’s like to be one of our own customer’s
recently, for our 25th anniversary year material; we share an interesting insight with you. And we can’t not
mention summer – we talk postcards and summer holidays too!

In need of a health check?
We know that your time and money are
precious. As print experts, we are well placed
to look at where our customers can save money
and improve their print buying efficiency. We
would be happy to provide you with a bespoke
print health check, free of charge, to outline
any cost and time savings you could be making
for your business. Get in touch to book your
health check.

Don’t forget to visit our website to find out more about
the entire range of printing products and services we
provide – you might be surprised by what else we could
help you with!
Take a look at www.victoirepress.com

Stepping into our
customers shoes
In light of our 25th anniversary celebrations, we
wanted to create a unique logo to mark this
significant number of years in business. With
an in house design department that create
ideas for our clients every day, we were lucky
enough to utilise the skills within the business
to help develop a bespoke identity – but, that
was the easy bit. Agreeing what we wanted
the logo to show and how we wanted to use
it on our materials was more difficult! It was an
interesting journey – and one that we take with
our customers most days. It was fascinating
to step into your shoes for a change and
understand how challenging it can be to pull
all the thinking together; to create a design
that clearly represents our brand and our
messaging. We are all in love with the final
results – but the journey to get there taught us
a thing or two along the way. You can read the
whole story online in our blog on the Victoire
website.

Charitable to the core
We’ll be supporting the annual Macmillan
coffee morning for the third year running on 25
September, so put the date in your diary, and
come and enjoy some delicious home-made
cakes with us. Supporting local good causes and
wider charities is very important to us – we raise
hundreds through our charitable activities each
year.
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Our 25th anniversary year!
We are hugely proud to be celebrating our
25th year in business this year. It’s at times
like this, in recognising our longevity that
we think back to where we came from.
Back in 1990, our founders Howard and
Tony undertook a management buy-out
of the print department of Cambridgeshire
County Council – and Victoire was born. In
the last 25 years, we’ve gone from a team
of just eight to a team of over 25, providing
professional print services to hundreds of
customers every year. But while we’ve
made vast leaps and seen big changes,
the one thing that has remained consistent
throughout is our dedication to our
customers, to the environment, to the wider
society and to the relationships we have
with our suppliers. We are proud to maintain
strong, long-standing relationships with all
our stakeholders across the business and
we’d like to thank you for being part of the
journey, we can’t wait for the next chapter.
You can see more about our 25 year story
on our website.
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Digital printing is particularly suited to short runs
of less than 1000 copies, or for a limited audience
or for materials where the content may change
regularly. It’s also perfect for printing with variable
data – perhaps mail merging letters for a marketing
campaign or personalising promotional materials.
Flexibility comes as standard – you generally pay
per unit, have the choice of full colour or black and
white and you can choose from a wide range of
paper stocks and sizes.
So, how does it work? Your digital file is uploaded
into the digital press system and prepared to the
agreed specifications. Toner is then applied to the
paper and set by heat, meaning that a printed
piece is instantly ready for cutting and finishing
where needed.
With all our work at Victoire, our focus is on getting
the very best result for your material. So, our
digital team don’t just look after your print, but the
machines themselves too – with the digital presses
calibrated to help maintain colour consistency.
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When many people think of print, they imagine the
whirring of the presses and thousands of sheets
of paper running through the machines. However,
printing isn’t always about thousands of copies. For
many of our customers, the number of prints they
require is smaller, but the quality of output is just
as important. Our digital presses offer the perfect
solution for these smaller jobs; with no reduction in
print quality and a super-fast turnaround.

Digital

We know print – we’ve produced a lot of it over
the last 25 years. Victoire is proud to have been
an early adopter of digital print services, with our
founders seeing the value and benefits of this
print technology right from the very beginning.
Having provided digital print services for the last
25 years, and investing in the very latest digital
print technology and equipment available, we like
to consider ourselves experts in the field. If you are
in need of short run material, printing with variable
data or even perfect bound books, digital print
could be just want you need. Whether it’s digital
or litho, we can advise you on the very best print
route for your project – in terms of price, quality,
purpose and speed. And the beauty of Victoire
is, whichever approach is right for you, we can
produce it!

Meet the team: Our digital
double act
Introducing you to Pete Lawrence and Stuart
Bloomfield – our digital dream team who between
them manage the vast digital output here at
Victoire. Pete and Stuart have a staggering 40
years + experience in the print industry, over 25 of
those with Victoire specifically. Pete and Stuart
work very closely together each day, making
sure that the files they receive are correct for
print, considering the best layout approach to
minimise cost to the client. They are also often
praised by customers for providing an additional
support function too; picking up and spotting
glaring errors on customer supplied artwork.
Whilst we have a strict policy regarding proof
checking here at Victoire (in that it is ultimately
the customers responsibility) this is an example
of just how much our team care about the print
here, and they will inform or query areas of
concern with the customer before pressing the
button; often saving customers a costly reprint.
Pete and Stuart really are a digital double act.
They love working together in the business –
no two days are ever the same, with such a
variety of print items coming through the digital
machines. So, with such a strong partnership,
what’s their secret to such a successful working
relationship? Exceptional communication skills
and what they consider to be a great sense of
humour!
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